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Binary Multipliers on Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata

Ismo Hänninen and Jarmo Takala

Abstract: This article describes the design of ultra-low-power multipliers on quantum-
dot cellular automata (QCA) nanotechnology, promising very dense circuits and high
operating frequencies, using a single homogeneous layer ofthe basic cells. We con-
struct structures without the earlier noise problems, verified by the QCADesigner co-
herence vector simulation. Our results show that the wiringoverhead of the arith-
metic circuits grows quadratically with the operand word length, and our pipelined
array multiplier has linearly better performance-area efficiency than the previously
proposed serial-parallel structure. Power analysis at thefundamental Landauer’s limit
shows, that the operating frequencies will indeed be bound by the energy dissipated
in information erasure: under irreversible operation, thelimits for the clock rates on
molecular QCA are much lower, than the switching speeds of the technology.

Keywords: Low-power design, nanotechnology, quantum-dot-cellularautomata, arith-
metic, multiplier, reversible computing.

1 Introduction

Traditional digital circuit technologies like complementary metal oxide semicon-
ductor (CMOS) are reaching their practical and theoretical limits, as the continuous
down-scaling of electronics becomes more difficult. Most technologies usetransis-
tors as current switches, representing binary information as currents and voltages,
but the devices have several problems when they get small: the on/off levels be-
come inadequate, the resistance high, the charge quantized, and the wiresvery
large in comparison. The most severe problem is the heat generation, as the cir-
cuit capacitances are charged to a potential and again discharged to ground, usually
dissipating nearly all the energy contained in the logic signal. At molecular device
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densities and operational frequencies of hundreds of gigahertz, a transistor mov-
ing even onlyoneelectron across one volt potential, the power densities reach the
megawattrange per square centimeter. Careful adiabatic charging can lower the
power dissipation, but not enough to enable true molecular electronics. [1]

Quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) is a promising nanotechnology, offering
circuit densities and clock frequencies several decades higher than the technolog-
ical peak of the CMOS. The concept was introduced in early 1990s [2, 3] and has
been demonstrated in laboratory environment [4–6]. However, adoptingit into gen-
eral use requires advances both in manufacturing and designing methodology due
to extremely small feature size and the revolutionary operating principle: encod-
ing binary information into the local position of particles, instead of currents and
voltages. The key energetic benefit is that there is no need to repeatedly dissipate
most of the signal energy, which in all systems has to be large enough to overcome
the thermal noise floor. QCA is not quantum computing, since the information is
contained in classical degrees of freedom, instead of the superposition of states,
and the quantum effects are used only to enable switching.

In this paper, we design and evaluate feasible multiplier units, which avoid
the serious noise coupling problems inherent to the nanotechnology [7, 8], and we
aim to minimize the area and performance penalty paid for this robustness. The
paper is based on our earlier work on basic adders [9] and an array multiplier [10],
which is now extended with a more thorough analysis of the two known multiplier
proposals for the technology. Our results show that the arithmetic units on QCA
have a quadratic wiring overhead, which in the case of the serial-parallelmultiplier
even dominates nearly 90% of the area. The performance of the massive array
multiplier excels over the much smaller serial-parallel structure (as expected)but
when the throughput is normalized with the area cost of the complete unit, the array
has also the best relative area efficiency, getting even linearly better with growing
word length. Thus the array multiplier gives the cheapest multiplication results.

The power characteristics of the designs are analyzed in respect to the ultimate
physical limit of computation, the Landauer’s principle, stating the inevitable en-
ergy cost of discarding information [11]. The bit erasure dissipation is expected
to be the dominant power component in molecular QCA technologies, which can
reach operating frequencies in the terahertz regime [12]. We show that the max-
imum clock frequencies of the multipliers will indeed be limited by this law of
nature, under standard irreversible operation, and of our implementations, the array
reaches higher clock frequencies than the serial-parallel unit.

This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, related work is summarized,
while section 3 covers the background of QCA nanotechnology. Section 4de-
scribes the practical implementation of the serial-parallel multiplier, and section 5
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our pipelined array multiplier. Section 6 describes the verification of the designs,
while section 7 presents analysis of the area, section 8 the performance, and section
9 the power issues. Section 10 concludes, including issues for future work.

2 Related Work

There has been a considerable amount of research into circuit and systems design
for QCA, aiming to shorten the time required to master this sunrise technology,
and even to guide its development with knowledge of actual performance and cost
metrics. Previously proposed arithmetic circuits for QCA include adders [7,9,13–
16], a shifter [17], a comparator [18], and serial-parallel multipliers [13,19]. There
are no designs with a systolic structure, which would match the signal locality
requirement of the nanotechnology.

A serious problem with most previous designs, including the serial-parallel
multipliers, is the recently discovered noise coupling mechanism, which has tremen-
dous effect on the cost and performance of arithmetic units. The phenomena have
to be dealt with at very low level, but they have large consequences on thehigher
design levels. This has not been analyzed in the previous designs, and the failure to
address the issue results in unreliable operation. [7,8]

We have proposed a pipelined array multiplier in [10], the first systolic structure
covering the noise problem, and we design also a practical version of the serial-
parallel multiplier (carry delay multiplier in [19]). Establishing the key parameters
of QCA arithmetic, we describe the implementations, and present analysis showing
that the array multiplier has the best performance, produces the multiplicationswith
the smallest relative cost, and reaches the highest clock frequencies.

Previous power analyses on QCA concentrate on the energetic characteristics
of the technology and the primitive elements [12, 20–24], while, in this paper,we
consider the effects in larger systems and at architectural level. Our study connects
the structure of arithmetic units to the inevitable dissipation in the actual circuit
layouts, and predicts the limits of performance and operating frequencies.

3 Background of QCA Nanotechnology

The QCA concept is very intuitive: we have bistable cellular automata, which are
operated under clocked control. There are various ways to constructthe physical
cells and apply the clocking, but the implementation technologies are still under de-
velopment. As a result, we limit our short tutorial here to an abstract level, without
the physical details, describing only the common principles and phenomena.
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Fig. 1. QCA cell types and wires: a) cell type 1 polarizations, b) cell type 2polarizations, and c)
coplanar wire crossing, with the gray levels corresponding to differentclocking zones.

3.1 Cellular automata

The information storage and transport on quantum-dot cellular automata is not
based on the flow of electrical particle current, but on the local position ofthe
charged particles inside a small section of the circuit, called a cellular automaton.
This QCA cell has a limited number of quantum-dots, which the particles can oc-
cupy, and these dots are arranged such that the cell can have only two polarizations
(two degenerate quantum mechanical ground states), representing binary value zero
or one. A cell can switch between the two states by letting the charged particles
tunnel between the dots quantum mechanically.

The cells exchange information by classical Coulombic interaction. An input
cell forced to a polarization drives the next cell into the same polarization, since this
combination of states has minimum energy in the electric field between the charged
particles in neighboring cells. Information is copied and propagated in a wirecon-
sisting of the cell automata. Figure 1 shows the available two cell types, which
are orthogonal and have minimal interaction with each other, enabling the coplanar
wire crossing, where the wires consist of different cell types and canoperate inde-
pendently on the same fabrication layer. A traditional multi-layer crossing canbe
constructed with either cell type, but the technology has not been demonstrated yet.

The QCA cells can form the primitive logic gates shown in Fig. 2. The simplest
structure, the inverter, is usually formed by placing the cells with only their corners
touching. The electrostatic interaction is inverted, because the quantum-dotsof
different polarizations are misaligned between the cells. The other gates are usually
based on a three-input majority gate, settling into minimum energy between the
input and output cells. The gate performs the two-input AND-operation when the
third input is fixed at logical zero, and the two-input OR-operation when the third
input is fixed at logical one. Together with the inverter this forms a universal logic
set, capable of implementing any combinatorial computation. [2]
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Fig. 2. QCA primitive logic gates: a) several inverter types, and b) 3-input majority gate, with the
gray levels corresponding to different clocking zones.

3.2 Clocking

In QCA, a clocking mechanism determines via an electric field when the cells are
un-polarized, latch their input values, and start driving other cells. It isused both
for designing sequential circuits and forcing the circuit to stay in the quantum me-
chanical ground state, which depends on the inputs of the circuit, and represents the
correct computational result and successful signal propagation. The clock provides
also additional energy, enabling true signal gain on the nanotechnology.

A large array of cells switching at the same time can get stuck in a local energy
minimum of the combined electric field (akink state), never reaching the ground
state, producing an erroneous computation result. To prevent this, the active phase
of the clock is applied only to a small section of the circuit at each instant, making
the probability of false energy minimum to diminish [3]. The maximum section size
is not yet determined, but thermal fluctuations set another upper limit: on molecular
QCA, a single majority gate would function up to the temperature of 450 K, and a
wire segment of 50 cells would still operate correctly at room temperature [25].

The section size can be restricted by dividing the cell array into zones controlled
by different clocks, usually four different phases for adjacent zones. During a com-
plete clock cycle, each zone goes through the four phases. The clock transition
speed is limited to enable semi-adiabatic switching, thus reducing heat dissipation
by changing the cell states with re-used signal energy. [3]

3.3 Noise coupling

The ideal QCA cell is coupled with its direct neighbors only, but in real implemen-
tations, the electric field and quantum coherence transmit the interaction farther,
although very weakly. This weak interaction was earlier believed to be adequately
canceled out by layout symmetry, but a recent study showed that the lackof timing
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symmetry can create sneak noise paths in crucial circuit structures [7,8].

The coplanar wire crossing is extremely sensitive to noise coupling: In static
case (when all the cells have settled to a polarization), the wire of the cell typetwo
causes a symmetrical and effectively self-canceling interaction to the output side of
the other wire, but in dynamical case (when the signals are arriving to the crossing),
the polarization is at first present only at the input side, so that the compensating
interaction from the output side is missing. This small unbalance causes the signal
to couple into the output segment of the type one wire, followed by rapid copying
from cell to cell and amplification, making the later compensation insignificant.
When the real signal of the type one wire arrives to the crossing, it will not be
strong enough to switch the output segment already settled in strong polarization.

The majority gate is also sensitive to signal timing [26], but both of these cir-
cuit primitives can be fixed with a simple arrangement of the QCA clocking zones,
ensuring that the real input signal is always present and driving strongly, when the
crucial circuit section begins to switch. A coplanar wire crossing functions cor-
rectly, when the output section of the cut wire is switched only after the otherparts
have firmly settled. Similarly, a majority gate functions reliably when it is placed
on three clocking zones: the first zone secures the inputs, the second zone performs
majority voting, and the third zone latches the result. Such zone assignments are
shown with different gray levels in Fig. 1 and 2. [7,8]

4 Serial-Parallel Multiplier

4.1 Logical structure

The serial-parallel multiplier [13] (recently named carry delay multiplier and op-
timized in [19]) is formed by a chain of identical functional units, corresponding
to a summation row in the paper-and-pencil multiplication algorithm withn-bit bi-
nary input operandsA = (an−1, . . . ,a1,a0) andB = (bn−1, . . . ,b1,b0), resulting in
a 2n-bit output valueM = (m2n−1, . . . ,m1,m0), wherea0, b0, andm0 are the least
significant bits, respectively:

an−1 · · · a1 a0
× bn−1 · · · b1 b0

an−1b0 · · · a1b0 a0b0
an−1b1 · · · a1b1 a0b1 0

... 0 0
+ an−1bn−1 · · · a1bn−1 a0bn−1 0 0 0

m2n−1 · · · · · · · · · · · · m1 m0
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Fig. 3. Logical structure of the serial-parallel multiplier (3-bit case shown).

The multiplier cell within the dashed box in Fig. 3 computes a single bit mul-
tiplication of bitsai from the serial andb j from the parallel operand with an AND-
gate, forming asummand sj , which is combined by a full adder with a sum output
sumj−1 from a cell to the left, and a previous carry outputcarry j . Corresponding
to a row in the paper-and-pencil equation, on each cycle, the chain of units forms a
partial product, and sums it with the previous one. The final result is available in
serial form on the outputmk on the right, on consecutive clock cycles.

4.2 Pipeline

The serial operand cannot reach every multiplier cell on the same clock cycle,
since distance translates directly into timing on QCA. We have to feed the operand
through a shifting pipeline, spreading the computation of a partial product both in
space and time. The critical path goes through every full adder, the implementation
having a carry latency of one and a sum latency of two clock cycles, enabling serial
operation without pipeline stalls, while the summands are formed in parallel. The
total latency is defined by the critical path propagating the accumulated carries to
the final result, growing linearly with the operand word lengthn, the least signifi-
cant bit (LSB) appearing afterLLSB= n+3, and the most significant bit (MSB) after
LMSB= 3n+2 clock cycles. (With optimized structure,LMSB= 2n cycles [19]).

The registers shown with shaded boxes in Fig. 3 correspond to the delays
required by the serial operand wiring, while the other registers can be absorbed into
the clocked adder units. Figure 4 shows the input/output timing of the complete
n-bit unit, including the data format converters, showing the precise setting and
holding of the parallel input words and additional zero values. The total latencyL
of the parallel output isL = LMSB= 3n+2 cycles.
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Fig. 4. Timing of the completen-bit serial-parallel multiplier.

4.3 Layout

The functional cell of the multiplier is based on our dense serial/full adder imple-
mentation [9], following minimal majority logic formulation. The layout within
the dashed box in Fig. 5(a) has at most a section of 12 QCA cells switching atthe
same time, forming the carry feedback loop of the serial adder. The bottom-left
majority gate performs the AND-operation producing the summand, which the se-
rial adder receives at the same instant as the sum from the left cell and the carry
from previous cycle. In the bottom portion, the serial operand bitai is routed to the
next cell, crossing over operand bitb j line, consuming one clock cycle.

An n-bit multiplier is formed by combiningn multiplier cells to the regular
chain shown in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b). The wiring of the parallel operandB is shown on
the bottom-left, delaying each bit according to the input stage on the chain. Without
this wiring, the inputs would be spread on a large area, which is not practical, if
there is a compact bus feeding the unit. The parallel-serial converter of operandA
is located on the top-left, while the bit-serial resultmk emerges from the right end
of the chain, followed by the serial-parallel converter producing the result M.

5 Pipelined Array Multiplier

5.1 Logical structure

The textbook array multiplier [27] and also our implementation [10] is formed by
a regular lattice of identical functional units, following the paper-and-pencil mul-
tiplication algorithm withn-bit binary input operandsA = (an−1, . . . ,a1,a0) and
B = (bn−1, . . . ,b1,b0), resulting in a 2n-bit output valueM = (m2n−1, . . . ,m1,m0),
wherea0, b0, andm0 are the least significant bits, respectively. The paper-and-
pencil computation is mapped straight on the hardware, the smallest unit with all
the necessary functionality having three-bit operands.

Figure 6(a) shows the logical structure of the multiplier cell, which computes
a single bit multiplication of bitsai andb j using an AND-gate, forming asummand
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Fig. 5. The QCA layout of the serial-parallel multiplier: a) 3-bit multiplier, including the format
converters and distribution wiring, having a latency of 11 clock cycles, and b) 16-bit multiplier,
including the format converters and distribution wiring, having a latency of50 clock cycles.

si, j , which is combined by a full adder with a previous sum outputsumi, j−1 from
a cell above, and a previous carry outputcarryi−1, j from a cell to the right. Cor-
responding to a row in the paper-and-pencil equation, each row in the multiplier
array shown in Fig. 6(b) forms apartial product, and sums it with the output of a
row above. The final result is available in parallel form on the outputssumi, j of the
bottom cells in each column, and the most significant bit (MSB) appears on thelast
carry outputcarryn−1,n−1. (The logic of the outer perimeter cells can be optimized,
having a linear effect on circuit area. The current design feeds zero values into the
extra inputs, resulting in equivalent logical operation.)

5.2 Pipeline

The critical path of a cell is formed by the full adder, which has a carry latency of
one clock cycle and a sum latency of two cycles, while the summand is formed in
parallel. The dependencies between the multiplier cells dictate that the multiplica-
tion proceeds from top-right to bottom-left corner, the diagonal critical path latency
L growing linearly with the operand word lengthn: L = 4n−1 cycles.

The input operands must be delayed according to the computational orderof
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Fig. 6. Logical structure of the array multiplier: a) multiplier cell, and b) 3-bit multiplier.

the cells in different rows and columns. The least significant bit (LSB) pair (a0,b0)
can be fed into the array instantly, but the other operand bitsai must be delayed byi
cycles, and the bitsb j by 3j cycles. The multiplier outputs have to be synchronized
into a parallel word, by delaying each sum output corresponding to result bit mk,k=
0. . .(2n− 2) by (4(n− 1)− 2 j − i) cycles, wherej is the row andi the column
index of the output cell in the paper-and-pencil organization, while the last carry
output, the MSB result bitm2n−1, must be delayed by one cycle. The numbers
shown in Fig. 6(b) correspond to the signal delays at the core array inputs and
pipeline stages, while Fig. 7 shows the input/output timing of the completen-bit
unit, including the synchronization.

5.3 Layout

The multiplier cell is based on a dense full adder implementation, following the
minimal majority logic formulation presented in [14]. The layout shown in Fig. 8(a)
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Fig. 7. Timing of the completen-bit array multiplier.
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Fig. 8. The QCA layout of the array multiplier: a) multiplier cell, with a delay of 2clock cycles for
the sum, 1 for the carry, 3 for operandai path, and 1 for operandb j path, b) 3-bit multiplier including
operand and result delay lines, having a latency of 11 clock cycles, andc) 16-bit multiplier without
operand and result delay lines, having a latency of 63 clock cycles (rotated 90◦ counter clockwise).

has been optimized for multiplier use by placing the inputs and outputs so that the
wires between the cells are kept short, and the number of wire crossings ismini-
mal. The largest section of QCA cells switching at the same time is limited to 20
cells, placed in the continuous zone forming the sum input distribution network.
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The topmost majority gate performs the AND-operation producing the summand,
which the full adder receives at the same instant as the upper sum and right side
carry inputs. On the right side, the operand bitai is routed to the next row, crossing
over operand bitb j , carry inputci−1, j and sum outputsi, j , consuming three clock
cycles. In the top portion, the operand bitb j is routed to the next column on the
left, crossing over operand bitai and sum inputsi, j−1, consuming one clock cycle.

An n-bit multiplier is formed by combiningn2 multiplier cells to the regular ar-
ray shown in Fig. 8(b) and 8(c). The rectangular shape was handcrafted iteratively,
as the routing and the clocking zones of the cell were placed to ensure thatnoise
interaction appears only after the correct signals have firmly settled. The operand
bits are delayed before entering the array, the wiring shown in Fig. 8(b):operandA
is located in the top portion, without any wire crossings, and operandB on the right
side, crossing some of the multiplier output signals. Half of the outputs emerge
from the right side of the array, and the others from the bottom, where the results
bits are gathered and synchronized into the parallel wordM.

6 Verification

The logical correctness of the designs was checked with paper-and-pencil analysis,
while the handcrafted layouts were simulated with the QCADesigner tool, using
the coherence vector engine [28, 29]. The computation is based on the Hartree-
Fock approximation, which models each QCA cell as a single coherent quantum
mechanical system, while the interaction between the cells is modeled with only
classical electrostatic mechanism. The simulation is marched forward in a time-
dependent manner, which is able to reveal the circuit sections that are susceptible to
noise coupling and amplification, giving early prediction of signal race conditions.

The multiplier cells were simulated exhaustively (covering all the pipeline states),
3-bit multipliers with all possible input combinations, and largern-bit units with
various operand sizes and representative input cases (since the number of states
grows exponentially, preventing exhaustive runs). Correct multiplicationresults
were obtained with extremely high simulated clock frequencies (several thousands
of gigahertz), indicating that unwanted signal coupling is controlled throughout the
circuits, and the designs are robust with all operand word lengths.

The simulated layouts were based on a QCA cell sized 18× 18 nm, with 4
quantum dots each having a diameter of 5 nm, and the distance between the center
of cells was 20 nm (corresponding to a semiconductor technology, for comparison).
The parameters used in QCADesigner version 2.0.3 coherence vector engine were
the defaults: temperature 1 K, relaxation time 1 fs, time step 0.1 fs, clock high
9.8× 10−22 J, clock low 3.8× 10−23 J, clock shift 0, clock amplitude factor 2,
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Fig. 9. The area of the multiplier structures: a) serial-parallel multiplier, and b) array multiplier.

radius of effect 80 nm, relative permittivity 12.9, layer separation 11.5 nm, Euler
method, and randomized simulation order.

7 Area

The wiring was found to contribute heavily to the area of the arithmetic units. The
previous proposals of the serial-parallel multiplier [13, 19] promised linearly in-
creasing area compared to the length of the operand word, but this was accom-
plished by leaving out the wires needed to distribute the parallel operand across
the unit, originating from a compact bus. As this wiring is usually necessary,we
included it in our analysis, optimizing for latency and area, under the single-layer
technology constraint. The practical serial-parallel design occupies quadratic area,
and the percentage of wiring dominates from 16-bit to larger units, reaching 90%
in the 128-bit case as shown in Fig. 9(a). Also the array multiplier grows quadrat-
ically, but it has equally fast growing terms for both the active area and thewiring,
the overhead settling to a constant 40%, as shown in Fig 9(b).

The array multiplier grows much faster than the serial-parallel unit (even with-
out the linear advantage): a 16-bit array is 20 times as large as the corresponding
serial-parallel unit, and the ratio of the areas settles asymptotically, from 128-bit
units upwards, to the array being about 40 times as large.

The above area relations hold for the QCA multipliers on different implementa-
tion technologies, but the area (nm2) grows also quadratically with the technology
specific QCA cell width (nm). The unit cell sizes 0–10 nm correspond to predicted
molecular and 10–200 nm to semiconductor QCA technologies, resulting in the
feature size specific areas shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. The areas for some implementation technologies (according to cell width in nanometers): a)
serial-parallel multiplier, and b) array multiplier.

8 Performance

The latency of both multipliers grows linearly with the operand word, but there
is tremendous difference in the throughput. The array multiplier produces anew
result at each clock cycle, achieving a constant throughput, while the serial-parallel
unit suffers a rapid decrease, as the throughput is proportional to theinverse of the
word length. Table 1 summarizes the structural characteristics of the designs.

An important measure of cost efficiency is, how many multiplication results we
can obtain per clock cycle, for a unit circuit area invested in the multiplier. The
throughput per area metric decreases faster than inversely to the square of the word
length, as shown in Fig. 11(a). On very small word lengths (2–4 bit operands) the
designs have the same efficiency, but with larger operands, the array multiplier is
linearly better: a 128-bit array produces 6.5 times more results than a serial-parallel
unit, per clock cycle and unit area, as shown in Fig. 11(b).

Table 1. Asymptotic comparison ofn-bit multiplier structures.

Design Latency Throughput Area

Array Multiplier [10] 4n−1 1 1100n2

Serial-Parallel Multiplier
following [13,19]

3n+2 1/(2n) 26n2
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Fig. 11. The performance-area efficiency of the multipliers: a) throughput per area unit, and b) the
ratio of the efficiency metrics (array per serial-parallel).

9 Power

The thermal noise floor sets a requirement for a signal to have an energycontent of
at leastEsig = 100kBT (wherekB is the Bolzmann’s constant, andT the temperature
in kelvins), to obtain a decent error probability of 3.72× 10−44 [30]. However,
there is no fundamental need to dissipate this energy on every step of computation,
like the conventional technologies do; the laws of physics require a dissipation of
about 140 times smaller energy, andonlywhen a bit of information is lost [11]. On
QCA, most of the signal energy can be transferred from cell to cell andre-used,
making the unavoidable erasure dissipation a significant factor. This ultimate limit
of energy efficiency can be reached, since there is no need to move electron currents
and charge circuit capacitances. [20]

The power analysis presented here is based on the thermodynamical require-
ment of heat generation in the active QCA layer, which is expected to dominatethe
power, but also the underlying clock network, possibly implemented with CMOS
technology, will be a source of dissipation. The clock network should be charged
adiabatically, and the generator could be placed off-chip to ease cooling.[12]

9.1 Bit erasure energy

The Landauer’s principle [11], resulting from a thermodynamic consideration of
energy and entropy of the system, declares, that losing a bit of informationabout
the system state leads inevitably to dissipatingEdis = kBT ln2 of energy into the
environment (computed in this paper at the room temperature). The circuits pre-
sented in our study are based on irreversible logic, losing information at each step
of computation, and their lowest power limits are set by this law of nature, when
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operated with the normal Landauer-type clocking [3,31].

The multipliers discard information in each functional unit, at each clock cycle.
A combination of a two-input AND-gate and a full adder compresses 16 distinct
input combinations into four different output values (in quite an unbalanced way,
most information lost when seven input cases are mapped onto a single output
case), losing three bits of system state in one multiplier cell. This is luckily not the
real case, because the input operand bitsai andb j of these units are either held intact
for the whole computation or fed with the outputs to the next functional unit. As a
by-product of the multiplier organization, these bits are available for reversing the
computation, and the multiplier cell loses only one bit of information. At the end of
ann-bit multiplication, also the original input operands must be discarded, erasing
2n bits. The total number of bit erasures is directly, and the energy efficiency
inversely, proportional to the square of the word length, as shown in Fig.12.
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Fig. 12. The bit erasures inn-bit multiplication, when the operand bits are available with intermediate
outputs: a) total number, and b) resulting energy efficiency (multiplications per unit energy).

9.2 Power density

The place and timing of the bit erasures in ann-bit multiplication is different for
each design, in principle affecting the expected power density, but in practice,
evened out by the array computingn multiplications in parallel, while the serial-
parallel unit computes a single multiplication. There is also a difference in the
hardware utilization, as the array can run with 100% of the functional units com-
puting all the time, while the serial-parallel structure reaches a utilization of about
75%. This is due to the fact that the last pipeline stages of the bit-serial approach
form a bottleneck, forcing the previous stages to stall or compute with zero inputs.

The minimum reachable power density is found by normalizing the total era-
sure energy with the computation time and the area of the multiplier. The metric
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does not depend on the word length of the unit, only on the structure and theop-
erating frequency; the array has a smaller value than the serial-parallel unit, on the
same clock rate. Implementation specific power densities for various molecular
technologies are shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. The power density of the designs on molecular technologies (according to the cell width in
nanometers): a) serial-parallel multiplier, and b) array multiplier.

The power density is highly dependent on the cell size of the technology, limit-
ing the maximum operating frequency, as we can easily cool only about 100watts
of heat per square centimeter. This is a problem with molecular implementations,
while the more coarse technologies are limited by other issues. In view of heat
generation, a coarse featured technology might be more feasible than the smallest
possible; the maximum clock frequencies of the multipliers, for various molecular
QCA technologies, are shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14. The maximum operating frequency of the multiplier structures on various molecular QCA
technologies, under the cooling restriction of 100W/cm2.

In our area optimized implementations, the array multiplier enables higher op-
erating frequencies than the serial-parallel multiplier, even with the bit-serialstruc-
ture having several idle cycles reducing the power density. On a 1 nm celltech-
nology, the maximum frequency of the array is 240 GHz, while the serial-parallel
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structure reaches 180 GHz. Although these are very high frequenciescompared
to conventional technologies, they are quite restricting limits on a nanotechnology,
which is predicted to have switching in the terahertz regime.

10 Conclusion

The nanotechnology multipliers described in this paper are free of the noiseprob-
lems found in most previous arithmetic structures on QCA, and the correct opera-
tion has been verified with the most reliable tool currently available. The circuits
have inevitable quadratically wiring overhead, resulting in the massive array mul-
tiplier having the best area efficiency, in addition to the best performance.The op-
erating frequencies are limited by the power dissipation of discarding information,
governed by the Landauer’s principle, and the restrictions found under irreversible
operation are much tighter, than the predicted switching speeds of molecular QCA
technologies.

Our work is one of the first attempts to design and evaluate feasible arithmetic
units on the very promising QCA nanotechnology, which has several problems hin-
dering large scale manufacturing. The fundamental issue still to be addressed on
all levels of design is the presence of faults and defects inherent to the molecu-
lar technologies, requiring redundancy to increase the robustness of the circuits.
We expect wires to scale easily using modular redundancy, but constructing logic
gates is much more demanding (a promising approach is characterized in [32]).
The actual manufacturing processes are very early in their development;a feasi-
ble approach might be based on a combination of high-resolution electron beam
lithography and DNA nano-patterning [33].

The power dissipation of complete QCA circuits, including the clock distribu-
tion and generation, has to be analyzed in more detail, as we get to know more of
the parameters of the implementation technologies. Since QCA reaches the fun-
damental limits of irreversible computing, the role of reversibility will certainly
increase on every level of design work.
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